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NATO Attack On Russia’s Air Force, Using Turkey
“To Do the Dirty Work”: Causes and Consequences

By Christopher Black
Global Research, November 25, 2015

The NATO attack on a Russian military jet on Tuesday November 24, using the Turkish air
force to do its dirty work, is a dangerous act of war against Russia with very dangerous
consequences for the world. The murder of one of the pilots, shot by ISIS terrorists while
parachuting to the ground, is a war crime for which Turkey and the NATO countries are
collectively responsible. President Putin has rightly called it a stab in the back by Turkey, a
betrayal that cannot be forgiven and will forever be remembered.

If anyone ever doubted that the joint criminal enterprise called NATO was supporting and
directing the terrorist groups in Syria, the same groups, they claim, that conducted the
attacks in Paris and on the Russian airliner over Sinai, they now have the proof.

Can  there  be  any  doubt  that  this  attack  on
Russian forces in Syria is intended to disrupt the Russian-Syrian campaign against those
NATO supported terrorist groups? Can there be any doubt that if they are willing to shoot
down one Russian aircraft they are willing to shoot down more? Can there be any doubt that
this attack is intended to push Russia to react with counter force against Turkey resulting in
a claim by NATO that it is under attack, resulting in a general war?

This attack is intended to both test Russian resolve in Syria and to provoke it into a reaction
that will be used to justify further military actions by the Turkish and US military forces
against the Russian forces. It  was preceded by hysterical claims by NATO leaders that
Russia and the Syrian government are the reasons ISIS exists and calling for action against
both. It was preceded by the sudden appearance of the refugee crisis in Europe and then
the attacks in Sinai and Paris and the constant fear raising alerts in Belgium, Germany,
Britain and the United States.

Just days before this attack, Russia was subjected to the sabotage of the electric power lines
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connecting Crimea with the Ukraine electricity grid that the Kiev regime has not attempted
to repair, cutting off power to Crimea at the same time as shelling of the Donbass republics
increased, accompanied by a build up of Kiev forces in the region. Who would be surprised if
Crimea also found itself subject to further sabotage and then shelling by the Kiev forces
pushing Russia on this front as well, to react to defend its territory, again testing its resolve?

The only reaction from the NATO countries on Tuesday was to call an emergency meeting
and it has to be asked if they knew this attack was coming since none of the NATO leaders
has so far condemned Turkey’s action and it is logical to assume that the order for the
attack came from Washington, desperate to save its terrorist proxy forces in Syria from
being annihilated by the joint Syrian-Russian campaign against ISIS. No doubt the order was
to seek a target of opportunity, bring it down, and see what happens, what Russia will do in
response.

Whatever Russia does it will be serious but necessarily measured in order to avoid a general
war in the Middle East.  But act it will.

The New York Times, the journal that speaks for the American ruling class and intelligence
services  on  the  same  day  as  the  shoot  down  ran  an  opinion  piece  by  their  former
ambassador  to  the  United  Nations,  the  aggressive  John  Bolton,  who  clearly  defined  the
American  strategy  in  Syria  and  Iraq.  He  wrote:

“Today’s reality is that Iraq and Syria as we have known them are gone. The
Islamic  State has carved out  a  new entity  from the post-Ottoman Empire
settlement, mobilizing Sunni opposition to the regime of President Bashar al-
Assad and the Iran-dominated government of Iraq. Also emerging, after years
of effort, is a de facto independent Kurdistan.

If, in this context, defeating the Islamic State means restoring to power Mr.
Assad in Syria and Iran’s puppets in Iraq, that outcome is neither feasible nor
desirable.  Rather  than  striving  to  recreate  the  post-World  War  I  map,
Washington should recognize the new geopolitics. The best alternative to the
Islamic State in northeastern Syria and western Iraq is a new, independent
Sunni state.”

And,

“Creating  an  American-led  anti-Islamic  State  alliance  instead  of  Moscow’s
proposed  coalition  will  require  considerable  diplomatic  and  political  effort.
American ground combat forces will have to be deployed to provide cohesion
and leadership. But this would be necessary to defeat the Islamic State even if
the objective were simply to recreate the status quo ante.”

And,

“This Sunni state proposal differs sharply from the vision of the Russian-Iranian
axis and its proxies (Hezbollah, Mr. Assad and Tehran-backed Baghdad). Their
aim of restoring Iraqi and Syrian governments to their former borders is a goal
fundamentally contrary to American, Israeli and friendly Arab state interests.
Notions, therefore, of an American-Russian coalition against the Islamic State
are as undesirable as they are glib.
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In Syria, Moscow wants to dominate the regime (with or without Mr. Assad) and
safeguard Russia’s Tartus naval base and its new Latakia air base. Tehran
wants a continuing Alawite supremacy, with full protection for Hezbollah in
Lebanon and Syria.

As for Iraq, Russia and Iran want the Sunni territories returned to Baghdad’s
control,  reinforcing  Iran’s  regional  influence.  They  may  wish  for  the  same  in
Kurdistan, but they lack the capability there.

Sunnis today support the Islamic State for many of the same reasons they once
supported Al Qaeda in Iraq — as a bulwark against being ruled by Tehran via
Baghdad. Telling these Sunni people that their reward for rising against the
Islamic State in Syria and Iraq will be to put them back in thrall to Mr. Assad
and his ilk, or to Shiite-dominated Baghdad, will simply intensify their support
for the jihadists. Why would they switch sides?

This is why, after destroying the Islamic State, America should pursue the far-
reaching goal of creating a new Sunni state. Though difficult in the near term,
over time this is more conducive to regional order and stability.” (emphasis
added)

So there  we have it,  the  plan  by  Washington and its  dependencies  to  continue their
aggression against Syria and Iraq in order to create a new state serving its interests and
wrecking the strategic interests of Russia and Iran.

This is a statement of intent to carry out a war of aggression against sovereign states,
members  of  the  United  Nations,  in  complete  defiance  of  and  contempt  for  the  United
Nations Charter, and all international law and humanity. It matters not to them how many
innocents are slaughtered in the process. They know no morality, have no conscience.

The  shooting  down  of  the  Russian  jet,  the
murder of its officers is in the logic of this madness. And how long will it be before a French
fighter jet shoots down a Russian jet as well, claiming it was too close to them and further
escalating the situation?

Can Russia trust the French after the Mistral Affair, the refusal by the French, to deliver two
naval ships bought and paid for by Russia in order to sabotage Russian strategic interests,
and after they learned that the French aircraft carrier was already on its way to the region
before the Paris attack; giving credence to the strong possibility that the attack in Paris, and
the bombing of the Russian airliner, were Gladio style NATO operations with the blame
shifted to their assets in ISIS? No one in NATO can be trusted except to commit every crime
and to cut every thread that weaves civilization together.
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The world watches and waits for the next phase of this war, a war which is developing with
breathtaking rapidity into a world war in which all of us will suffer.  Hopes for peace in our
time have vanished along with the humanity required to achieve it.  The anti-NATO, anti-war
movement has not developed as we hoped and those who are engaged in the effort now risk
arrest and worse as accomplices of ‘terrorism.” All I can say is prepare yourselves as best
you can for what is coming, and try to resist, try to speak out, and try to hold the flame of
civilization aloft as long as you can.
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